
  

 

Technical rider 

Findings / Fundstücke / Trouvailles / Vindingrijk 

Findings is a live interactive stop motion festival act. The artists of TAMTAM produce stop animated 

films, made live on location with found objects brought by the public. The audience witnesses the 

progression of the film and can help with suggestions about the development. The same evening the 

final video can be seen on YouTube and on the site of the festival. 

 

Location 

The act should be located on a spot where audience passes by or gathers for other shows or for terraces. 

The central area of the festival is also a great place. A small park, square or such is perfect. 

We need space for the tent and two tables next to it and also for the audience on some benches of 

course. Total space: about 6m wide and 4m deep without the space for the audience. 

The tent should be positioned so that the sun does not shine into it. 

See the video on Youtube 

 

Tent  

The size of the tent is 2.60 high and 3.50 in diameter. 

It is closed on 3 sides and open towards the audience. 

In case of wind we need to plant some pegs to keep it from flying away... 

NB: Alternative space for bad weather 

The tent is not totally waterproof, and since we have electronic equipment like TV, laptop, photocamera 

lighting and audio speakers we need an alternative indoor space to set up (this can be without the tent). 

If the surface is grass we will need a level place to put up the tent. We might need some wooden boards 

to put under the wheels of the set. 

https://youtu.be/whk3BKSikN8
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Audience 

This act is suitable for all audiences but is mainly aimed at adults. Children can also have fun watching 

the movie progress and specially kids from 6 years up are mostly very curious about how it works. 

The audience can be seated on benches or chairs to watch the process of filmmaking. 

Power supply 

We need 1 free earthed group of 220v 16 amp. We use Schucko plugs. If any other system is used please 

let us know. 

Set up / take down 

The setup is usually 2 hours and the take down 1 hour.  

 

Performing times 

We work during 4 hours to make the animation. We will take small breaks. If we have a meal we will 

need a guard to stay with the tent. 

WIFI 

We need a WIFI / WLAN connection or a network connection to upload the video after it is finished.  

Parking place 

Since our van is also the storage for extra materials, we will need it to be parked not to far away from the 

performing area. 

More info or questions: please contact us!  


